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RVTraderOnline.comAnnounces the TopTenMost Searched States for
Recreational Vehicles in 2005

Focusing on the number of state searches conducted on RVTraderOnline.com from January 1,
2005 to the present, it was determined which states accumulated the most interest from RV
enthusiasts.

Norfolk, VA(PRWEB) December 7, 2005 -- RVTraderOnline.com, an online showroom of over 75,000
recreational vehicles across the US and a division of Trader Publishing Company announces the states that have
received the most searches on RVTraderOnline.com for end of 2005 are California and Florida.

Focusing on the number of state searches conducted on RVTraderOnline.com from January 1, 2005 to the
present, it was determined which states accumulated the most interest from RV enthusiasts.

Those top ten states are California, Florida, Arizona, Texas,Washington,Michigan, Georgia, Ohio, Oregon, and
North Carolina, in consecutive order. It appears that mostly coastal states in the Southwest, Northwest, Midwest
and Southeast regions of the nation are where online RV enthusiasts have been searching for recreational
vehicles.

RVTraderOnline.com is an online classified ad service bringing RVbuyers and sellers together in one virtual
marketplace. Advertising their inventory on RVTraderOnline.com, dealers and independent owners alike are
reaching RV enthusiasts who are interested in researching and purchasing new and used recreational vehicles
online.

Headquartered in Norfolk, VA,RVTraderOnline.com is part of TraderOnline.com’s network of websites
covering new and used vehicle categories such as boats, trucks, motorcycles, ATVs, aircraft, equipment and
collector vehicles, and general merchandise. TraderOnline.com is a division of Trader Publishing Company, the
nation's largest distributor of photo-classified ad publications. For more information about
RVTraderOnline.com, call toll-free 888-813-7304 or visit www.RVTraderOnline.com.
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Contact Information
Jackie Moniot
RVTRADERONLINE.COM
http://www.RVTraderOnline.com
757.282.6042

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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